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   C H A P T E R  O N E 

         The Marketing 
Accountability Imperative 
 Understanding the Marketing 

Accountability Gap and 

Beginning the Journey to Close It           

 Topics covered in Chapter One: 

  The marketing accountability gap and its impact  

  The root causes of the marketing accountability gap  

  The road to more accountable marketing spending     

  Pressure makes diamonds. 
  — General George S. Patton    

  THE MARKETING ACCOUNTABILITY GAP 
AND ITS IMPACT 

 Flip a coin. Whether you guessed heads or tails, statistically your odds of 
guessing right are better than the odds that a major marketing program 
will be successful. A recent Deutsche Bank study of advertising in the 
consumer packaged goods industry concluded that only 45 percent 
of CPG advertising achieved a positive ROI. Another study across a 
broader cross - section of industries puts the television advertising 
success rate even lower, at 37 percent. Studies of promotional spending 
peg its success rate much lower than advertising, with somewhere 
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4  MARKETING ACCOUNTABILITY IMPERATIVE

between 16 percent and 35 percent achieving positive returns. And 
these are activities that marketers perceive as being  more  effective 
than the average marketing program. When we recently surveyed 
senior marketers about the perceived effectiveness of various market-
ing activities, 53 percent of them considered television advertising to 
be an effective activity for long - term brand building, versus an aver-
age across activities of just 32 percent. In terms of driving short - term 
sales, 52 percent considered promotions to be an effective activity, 
compared to an average of 31 percent across other activities. 

 Why do perceptions of effectiveness matter? Because the vast 
majority of companies cannot actually calculate the ROI of their mar-
keting spending programs to uncover the hard truth about their per-
formance. Our survey suggests that as few as 19 percent of companies 
can consistently and accurately determine what they are getting —
  if anything  — from untold millions in marketing spending. So how 
confi dent would you be in investing in something that has a lower 
likelihood of success than random chance and an even lower like-
lihood that these returns will  ever  be calculated to determine your 
success or failure? For a surprising number of otherwise successful 
companies, of all sizes and across all industries and life stages, this is 
business as usual. 

 And these are not trivial investments either. It is estimated that 
over  $ 322 billion a year is spent on advertising in the United States 
alone. To put this in perspective, the United States has 4.6 percent 
of the world ’ s population and 28 percent of the world ’ s economic 
output, but accounts for fully 48 percent of global advertising spend-
ing. According to Morgan Stanley, promotional spending accounts 
for another  $ 106 billion a year, bringing the total in 2005 to  $ 428 
billion. What if you add to this fi gure the cost of sponsorships, loyalty 
programs, sales collateral, public relations, as well as production 
costs and agency fees, to try and get a sense of the total annual U.S. 
marketing spending? Given available benchmarks, it is not unreason-
able to believe that this fi gure could as much as double, but to be 
conservative let ’ s say that the total fi gure is only 30 percent greater. This 
suggests a total annual U.S. marketing spending — not including the 
cost of marketing staff, market research, or product development — of 
around  $ 550 billion, or roughly  $ 1,800 for each man, woman, and 
child in the United States. 

 Not only are U.S. companies spending an extraordinarily large 
amount of money on marketing, but these investments are growing 
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 The Marketing Accountability Imperative 5

at a breathtaking rate. The last several years have seen the double 
whammy of rapidly increasing spending on traditional marketing 
vehicles, at the same time that these vehicles are being supplanted 
by a wealth of new —  entirely incremental  — touch points, led by the 
Internet. Essentially, the media world is fragmenting, and marketers 
are keeping a foot on each iceberg as the pieces drift apart. 

 Since the turn of the twenty - fi rst century, spending on traditional 
forms of advertising has increased by 44 percent more than the rate 
of infl ation. The Super Bowl offers a good illustration of this phe-
nomenon — of  paying more but getting less  — with traditional media. 
While the Super Bowl audience declined from 94 million viewers in 
1996 to 91 million viewers in 2006, over this time period the cost of a 
thirty - second spot increased from  $ 1.1 million to  $ 2.6 million. Even 
after adjusting for infl ation, this represents a doubling in the cost to 
reach each viewer. 

 With customers abandoning traditional media in favor of the 
Internet, marketers now must expand their presence to less familiar 
touch points. Forrester estimates that people now spend on average 
about 23 percent of their  “ media time ”  online, compared with 39 percent 
of it spent watching television, and this gap is closing daily. To keep 
pace, marketing spending online has gone from nothing to  $ 16 billion 
a year in less than a decade and is expected to grow by more than 
25 percent per year for the next several years. Our recent survey of 
marketing leaders found that they are being forced outside of their 
comfort zone by the shift to new media. Although 53 percent of 
senior marketers suggest that new media will play an extremely 
important role in their spending mix going forward, just as many 
(54 percent) acknowledge that they are unfamiliar with how best to 
use these new tools to meet their business goals. 

 In this new, higher - stakes game of marketing spending that we 
now fi nd ourselves in, how well have marketers risen to the chal-
lenge? The results are mixed at best. Marketers have done a very 
good job of acknowledging that they have a problem, which is 
the classic fi rst step of any self - help program. Our recent survey 
of senior marketers found a clear consensus around the critical 
need to focus on marketing accountability and improve marketing 
spending effectiveness. Three - quarters (77 percent) of marketers in 
our survey suggest that improving marketing accountability is one 
of the top three priorities of either their marketing group or their 
company overall. 
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6  MARKETING ACCOUNTABILITY IMPERATIVE

 Although there is consensus around the need for greater marketing 
accountability, only a relatively small proportion of companies have 
found the solution. Since 2004, the Association of National Advertisers 
(ANA) has conducted its own senior marketer survey on marketing 
accountability. In 2005 they found that just 16 percent of companies 
were confi dent in their ability to predict the impact of a 10 - percent 
cut in their marketing spending and to get senior management to 
buy in to their forecast. By 2006 this percentage had almost doubled, 
with 28 percent of companies  “ capable and confi dent ”  in their mar-
keting accountability. Our senior marketer survey tends to bear out 
the ANA ’ s earlier results — fi nding just 16 percent of marketing lead-
ers confi dent in their understanding of their company ’ s marketing 
ROI. In an environment of fi nger pointing, the truth may be not that 
the problem is going away, but that it is becoming more diffi cult to 
perpetually acknowledge that you still have the same problem. 

 Whichever data point you believe about the percentage of com-
panies who now consider their marketing to be accountable, the fact 
remains that the majority of marketers are still struggling to link the 
cause and effect of marketing spending and quantify its real returns. 
Sixty percent of the marketers in our survey said that they lacked the 
right approaches and analytic tools to drive ROI and accountability 
(see Figure  1.1 ). The lack of necessary data, and the complexity of 

    Figure 1.1. Barriers to Pursuing Marketing Accountability and ROI  
 Note:  Survey conducted by Prophet among companies with revenues 

between  $ 1 billion and  $ 10 billion.  

Source:  Prophet Annual State of Marketing Study, 2007.
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 The Marketing Accountability Imperative 7

their company ’ s spending mix (that is, too many programs, with too 
frequent changes) tied for second place as the next greatest barrier 
to more accountable marketing.   

 Confronted with these challenges, it appears that many companies 
have reached a stalemate in their attempts to improve their marketing 
accountability. Perhaps our most telling fi nding is the relatively small 
proportion of spending that gets measured at all for its effectiveness. 

 Figure  1.2  shows that no spending activity is consistently measured 
for effectiveness by more than 54 percent of companies. In fact, of the 
12 most measured activities, the average is evaluated by only 42 percent 
of companies. Inexplicably, some of the most eminently measurable 
activities, such as loyalty and CRM programs and internet banners, 
are among the least measured. Even direct response —  in which the 
link between cause and effect can be  “ hardwired ”  into each campaign —
  is consistently measured by less than half of companies.   

 With seemingly out - of - control marketing spending, dubious 
program returns, and slow progress by marketers to fi x the problems, 
we can now see how small fissures have widened into seemingly 
unbridgeable gaps.  

  THE GAP IN EXPECTATIONS 
 At its core, the marketing accountability gap is really all about expec-
tations: the expectation that marketing programs will perform as 
promised and grow the business, and the expectation that these 
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    Figure 1.2. Percentage of Companies Measuring Activity Effectiveness  
 Source:  Prophet Annual State of Marketing Study, 2007.
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8  MARKETING ACCOUNTABILITY IMPERATIVE

investments will be rigorously measured and managed in accordance 
with an understanding of their real returns. Clearly CMOs must be 
disappointed with their progress in linking marketing cause and 
effect. This is apparent when you compare the 67 percent of CMOs 
who say that calculating marketing ROI is important with the 60 per-
cent who are dissatisfi ed with their ability to measure these returns. In 
turn, CMOs are feeling the heat for not moving the dial on marketing 
accountability faster. When the ANA asked CMOs whether  “ pressure 
on marketing has increased in the last three years, ”  99 percent of the 
respondents said yes, with a further 28 percent saying that marketing 
accountability is among their CEO ’ s top three overall priorities. 

 Many CEOs have been quite vocal on the topic of the marketing 
accountability gap — most notably Procter  &  Gamble ’ s A. G. Lafl ey and 
his predecessor Ed Artz, who could indeed be considered the fathers 
of the marketing accountability movement. Artz is famous for delivering 
his  “ Fire the middlemen ”  speech to an audience of advertising execu-
tives in which he decried the lack of marketing measurement, imply-
ing that there is more rigor put into evaluating a small - scale facilities 
investment than there is an advertising programs costing tens of mil-
lions. By this point, we are surely preaching to the choir on both the 
existence of the marketing accountability gap and the critical impor-
tance of improving accountability and marketing spending returns. 
Let ’ s now dig deeper and identify the root causes of this gap, so that we 
can gain a better understanding of what it will take to close it.  

  THE ROOT CAUSES OF THE MARKETING 
ACCOUNTABILITY GAP 

 Responsibility for the marketing accountability gap does not rest 
solely on the shoulders of the CMO and the marketing function. 
There is plenty of blame — for lack of a better word — to go around the 
executive fl oors of most corporations. Moreover, many of the largest 
factors are not anyone ’ s fault at all. Some of the key triggering events 
that brought the marketing accountability gap to the forefront of 
executive attention were environmental shocks that no one company 
caused and few could fully anticipate. It is necessary to understand 
the root causes of the marketing accountability gap not to apportion 
blame but to provide context for fi nding the solution. Each of the factors 
that had a role in creating the marketing accountability gap can be 
assigned to one of the following three categories (see Figure  1.3 ): 
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 The Marketing Accountability Imperative 9

External    Shocks:  The more complex and dynamic new marketing 
environment  

   CEO/C - Suite Factors:  Greater expectations without greater 
understanding  

   CMO -Led Factors :  The need to shift the pendulum from  “ art ”  to 
 “ science ”       

External   Shocks: The More Complex and Dynamic 
New Marketing Environment 

 Marketing used to be a lot more straightforward. You developed the 
best product or service you could, got it distributed, developed a 
thirty - second television spot and some sales collateral, threw in 
a promotion or two, and waited for the share to tick up. OK, maybe it was 
never  that  easy. But it certainly wasn ’ t as complex and frustrating as 
it has become in the last few years. It takes many more bewildering 
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  Figure 1.3. The Wedge Creating the Marketing Accountability Gap
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10  MARKETING ACCOUNTABILITY IMPERATIVE

marketing touch points to track customers down, and when you do 
fi nd them there are a great many more competitors screaming for 
their attention. Moreover, even if you can briefl y grab your customers ’  
attention, they are less trusting of your intentions, far more diffi cult to 
infl uence, and less likely to become deeply loyal. In this strange new 
marketing environment, it is has become a Herculean task just to deliver 
the basics, let alone worry about how accountable your efforts are. 

 If it is any consolation, many of the factors that are making marketing 
accountability such a daunting challenge are beyond the marketer ’ s 
direct control. The Internet and the interactive communications revo-
lution that it triggered are at the core of the marketing transformation 
that we are living through. New media and technology have reshaped 
the lifestyle habits of your customers and given them access to com-
parative information and choice that was never available before. At 
the same time, technology and innovation have transformed business 
models to dramatically reduce engineering, manufacturing, and distri-
bution barriers and shift the focus of competition more and more 
toward marketing. Marketing has become  the  core business of business at 
the same time that old marketing delivery models are breaking down. 

 Although technology may have created the trigger for the problem-
atic customer transformation we are experiencing, marketers have to 
recognize that they are the ones who fi red the gun. Negative customer 
attitudes and behaviors that are manifesting themselves today have 
been latent for some time. By and large, marketers have harassed and 
bribed their customer base and treated them as captives; now they 
are reaping what they have sown. For the purpose of this discussion 
we will treat these customer behaviors and business model changes as 
external forces that are beyond the immediate control of any one com-
pany, but soon we will get to the culpability of the CMO and CEO. 

 We have identifi ed several external forces that have contributed 
to the creation and widening of the marketing accountability gap. 
In addition to the erosion of traditional marketing vehicles and the 
complexity of the new marketing landscape that is supplanting them 
(which we have already touched on), here is a brief overview of some 
of these other external forces. 

  More industries entering the marketing spending  “ big league ” :  Many 
business model, regulatory, and other changes are drawing new indus-
tries into the big leagues of marketing spending. Figure  1.4  shows 
the dramatic shift in industry advertising spending patterns that has 
occurred. The effect of this is twofold. First, it creates more demand, 
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 The Marketing Accountability Imperative 11

which is causing general media infl ation for all marketers. Second, it 
makes marketing accountability a top - of - mind issue in these indus-
tries as the pace of spending growth far outstrips the speed at which 
capabilities can be built.   

  The transparency of information available to customers:  Prior to 
the advent of the Internet, marketers controlled the fl ow of informa-
tion. Now customers have ready access to near - complete information 
on product features and pricing from a variety of sites outside of 
the marketer ’ s control, including forums for unvarnished peer - peer 
exchange such as  Epinions.com  and its B2B equivalents. This informa-
tion has dramatically shifted power from marketers to customers, 
as B2B customers broaden the reach of RFPs and B2C customers get 
comparative pricing quotes in real time. Consider the increase in 
negotiating power that car buyers have when they can purchase a 
detailed breakdown of manufacturer and dealer costs and margins 
for any car model online. 

 One impact of information transparency on marketing account-
ability is in changing the basis of marketing spending strategies and 
activities, from long - term equity building and differentiation to a 
near - term focus on promotions and churn. This change is occurring 
in many categories, as transparency contributes to a vicious cycle 
that is accelerating the spiral toward commoditization — the ability 

        Figure 1.4. Measured Media Spending by Industry
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12  MARKETING ACCOUNTABILITY IMPERATIVE

to price - shop creates more  “ price shoppers, ”  which attracts more 
low - priced entrants, which erodes perceived category benefi ts, and in 
turn creates more  “ price shoppers. ”  

  The shift to word - of - mouth (WOM) marketing:  An additional 
impact of information transparency is the need for marketers to 
shift from more straightforward  “ telling and selling ”  interactions 
with customers to little - understood  “ infl uence ”  strategies that offer 
an even more obscure path to ROI. Customers have always claimed 
word - of - mouth among their top infl uences. In the past marketers 
played down the importance of WOM because it was beyond their 
perceived ability to control, and customers lacked effi cient tools of 
mass exchange. The Internet and mobile technology have changed all 
this and put customers in much greater control of (1) creating their 
own entertainment forums and content — increasingly abandoning 
passive marketing mediums, and (2) the brand dialogue — from being 
 told by marketers  to  telling others  what they think about the brands 
that are targeting them. 

 Although in the past a bad customer service experience may have 
been shared with only a small circle of friends, now anything with 
entertainment value has the potential to go viral overnight. A series 
of dumbfounding telephone exchanges with a bank ’ s customer service 
team was posted to a blog, and in less than two weeks they were 
viewed over a million times. The expression  “ Don ’ t get mad,  get even ”  
takes on a whole new meaning when there are thirty - five million 
blogs alone out there to help spread the word. 

 With marketers no longer in complete control of medium and mes-
sage, they are forced to sink or swim in the new WOM world. Some 
marketers are adroitly adapting to the new infl uence model. During 
the 2007 holiday season, P & G ’ s Charmin generated incredible viral 
buzz by placing free public toilets in New York ’ s Time Square. This was 
a savvy move, as it hit the trifecta of (1) fulfi lling a desperate unmet 
need, (2) reaching the epicenter of global media — fi ve major networks 
broadcast from there — as well as the crossroads of tourists from all 
fi fty states, and most important, (3) being clearly on brand strategy. 
Customers posted hundreds of videos and positive endorsements that 
crisscrossed the web, giving the brand a reach well beyond what it 
could afford with traditional advertising. Moreover, the tactics gave 
the brand ’ s equity a bump that can rarely be purchased at any price. 

 Most marketers, however, are struggling to get their bearings in 
this brave new world. PR, the logical home for WOM activities, has 
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 The Marketing Accountability Imperative 13

traditionally been in the dark ages of marketing accountability —
 relying on press impressions as a proxy for ROI and only recently 
adding simple metrics for gauging differences in impression quality. 
Moreover, PR experts are accustomed to infl uencing professional media 
sources, not distributed networks of newly minted individual content 
producers. 

 When YouTubers discovered the fun that ensues when Mentos are 
added to Diet Coke, Mentos marketers became willing accomplices 
and acted quickly to commercialize the phenomenon — driving a 
27 - percent increase in sales. In contrast, Coke ’ s offi cial PR efforts to 
distance their brand from these experiments were met with wide-
spread derision among their target customers. WOM marketing 
quickly strips away all artifi ce and demands a much higher level of 
congruence between marketing messages and the actions that support 
them. When a single marketing spending misstep has the potential to 
destroy years of brand equity, marketers may long for a return to the days 
when all they had to worry about was ROI. 

  Customers increasingly inoculating themselves against marketing:  
The fact that marketers have harassed customers to the breaking 
point is something we will discuss in a moment. The point is that in 
addition to retreating to their own little worlds, customers now have 
more tools at their disposal with which to fi ght back. We are all famil-
iar with the impact that digital video recorders (DVRs) are having, 
by allowing customers to zap past an estimated over  $ 600 million in 
advertising a year. If marketers do not do more to create a dialogue that 
customers want to participate in, we will see more use of approaches 
such as the following to thwart their attempts.   

  Techniques for Avoiding the Marketing Barrage      

  Being added to the  “ do not call ”  list  

  Using call blockers and call display  

  Installing internet pop - up blockers  

  Opting out of e - mail lists  

  Having antispamming laws enacted  

  Lobbying for disclosure on blogs          

 New competitive intensity is increasing pressure on marketing 
to perform: there are forces at work that are shrinking the potential 
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14  MARKETING ACCOUNTABILITY IMPERATIVE

marketing spending prize at the same time that marketing spending 
is growing dramatically. Many industries are entering a period of 
slower organic growth, in which the basis of competition is shifting 
to a costly battle to steal share. We can see this trend in retail white 
space — where could you place another Walmart, Gap, or McDonald ’ s 
in North America if you had to? — as well as fi nancial services, wire-
less, travel, offi ce services, and many others. Even categories that have 
been in long - term gradual declines, such as many packaged goods 
categories, are reaching absurd new levels of competition and pro-
liferation, to eke out incrementally more of what is left. When you 
launch  “ Vanilla Expressions ”  flavored toothpaste as your twenty -
 eighth SKU, where do you have left to go from there? 

  Shorter life cycles:  Increased competitive intensity is now also 
coupled with shorter and shorter product and value proposition life-
cycles. Technology - driven products are experiencing dramatically 
pronounced declines in the time from launch to obsolescence. As a 
wireless CMO said,  “ In the past, it took people three years to replace 
their handsets; now that is down to one year. ”  Even traditional categories 
and whole business models are feeling the effect of shorter lifecycles. 
Blockbuster, which dominated video entertainment for almost two 
decades with few changes in its go - to - market approach, is now being 
forced to change its entire business model due to video - on - demand 
threats that emerged in just a couple of years.  

  The  CEO  and C - Suite: Greater Expectations 
Without Greater Understanding 

 Today ’ s perceptions about the marketing accountability gap are deeply 
rooted in old organizational tensions. Marketing has always been a 
group that stands apart from the rest of the company. No other func-
tion is so crucial to business performance and yet so little understood 
by the rest of the executive suite. Other complex business functions, 
such as R & D or IT, are characterized by learned skills that smart exec-
utives could theoretically master if they put their minds to it. But this 
is not the case with marketing. Marketing is an invitation - only club 
because it balances learned skills and hard - to - defi ne intrinsic skills. 
Although the sales function may also rely on intrinsics, these skills are 
more easily understood and therefore are not a source of tension. 

 This intangible nature of marketing, characterized by marketers 
as  “ magic ”  and by nonmarketers as  “ voodoo, ”  is at the crux of the 
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 The Marketing Accountability Imperative 15

marketing accountability gap. Because marketing relies on art as well 
as science, the CEO and CFO cannot confi dently collaborate with 
marketing leaders to help steward the needed improvements. This 
places them in the uncomfortable position of being able to identify 
the issues around marketing accountability without being able to 
proffer a solution. Without collaboration as an option, the CEO and 
CFO must rely on either nagging the CMO to force changes or taking 
arbitrary actions to effect change, such as cutting marketing budgets 
or changing out the marketing leaders. 

 These differing skills and mindsets are further exacerbated by dif-
ferent timescales. Although the CEO should be a company ’ s most stra-
tegic position, the CEO and CFO are compelled to focus most of their 
attention on the three - month increments between quarterly earning 
announcements. This often does not jibe with the CMO ’ s long - term 
investments in brand building — particularly if these programs do not 
offer proven returns during periods of earning shortfalls. 

 Although the CMO and the marketing organization may bear the 
lion ’ s share of responsibility for creating the marketing accountability 
gap (we will discuss this shortly), ultimately it takes two to tango. All 
the executives — including the CEO — have had a role in creating the 
problem and must now play their parts in the solution. Some of these 
contributing factors are described here. 

  Allowing value propositions to converge:  When did all the cars start 
looking alike — with an  “ Oldsmo - Buick ”  indistinguishable from any 
other  “ Camry - ola ” ? Probably about the same time that all the other 
functional features started converging and ceasing to be a real source 
of product differentiation. Sticking with our auto example, we can 
see that year after year the band between best and worst performance 
in the same car class has become smaller and smaller on functional 
features, such as the time to get from 0 to 60, horsepower output, fuel 
economy, warranty coverage, and defect rate. The same is true across 
B2B and B2C categories, as new business models give every company 
equal access to the best innovation, engineering, and manufacturing. 
The remote on a  $ 500 DVD player may have more buttons, but can 
you really tell the difference in picture quality from a  $ 50 player? 

 Without real functional differentiation, companies must place 
much greater emphasis on brands and marketing spending to fi ll the 
void. This is an issue of CEO and C - suite accountability, because non-
marketers must recognize that (1) they could have done more to help 
make their propositions competitive, by investing more in R & D and 
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16  MARKETING ACCOUNTABILITY IMPERATIVE

physical plant and collaborating with marketing to create new sources 
of customer value (such as fi nancing, partnering, and service); and 
(2) this reduced differentiation has increased the expectations they 
are placing on marketing performance, whereas marketing ’ s actual 
performance may or may not have changed at all. 

  Short tenure of the CMO:  If you knew that you had just twenty -
 three months to live, how would you spend your time? You probably 
wouldn ’ t focus on anything long - term that didn ’ t offer immediate 
gratifi cation. Why then would a CMO be expected to behave any 
differently, when surveys consistently show their  “ lifespan ”  to be 
just two marketing budget cycles or less? Marketing accountability 
is a long - term proposition, and it requires a marketing leader with 
both the vision and the mandate to begin a multiyear journey. Con-
stantly churning through CMOs does not increase their incentive to 
perform; it simply places an unhealthy emphasis on managing the 
 “ optics ”  of their performance. 

  Accountability without authority:  Not only do CMOs have a short 
lifespan, but they also are on a very short leash. A senior marketer 
survey conducted by the Marketing Leadership Council found that 
the majority of CMOs did not control many of the elements 
that determine in - market success, including pricing, sales force 
activities, and customer service (see Table  1.1 ). Demand forecasting 
was strangely outside of the CMO ’ s scope, given that offi cers need to 
be more accountable for market outcomes. There are also interest-
ing differences between B2B and B2C scope, with B2B marketing 
leaders having more control over upstream activities (planning and 
development) and B2C leaders more control over downstream 
activities (sales force and customer service).   

         Business to Consumer      Business to Business   

    Product Development    67%    51%  

    Planning    50%    68%  

    Pricing    46%    46%  

    Demand Forecasting    42%    22%  

    Public Relations    38%    41%  

    Sales Force    25%    11%  

    Customer Service    21%    19%  

 Table 1.1. Accountability Without Control. 
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  Not allowing marketing programs to run their course:  Clawing 
back funding from marketing programs that are already in the fi eld, 
whether to fund profit shortfalls or other needs, is a classic prob-
lem created by the CEO and CFO. Although some changes cannot 
be avoided, it is hard to justify the frequency with which imposed 
changes are made. CMOs rightly consider this one of the top barriers 
to improving marketing accountability (cited by 45 percent of senior 
marketers), as this renders marketing programs essentially immea-
surable. Moreover, it perpetuates a negative cycle of declining mar-
keting accountability — wherein abrupt program changes cloud their 
returns and make them more likely to be cut again in the future — while 
simultaneously freeing the CMO of the burden of performance, 
which  in turn increases the likelihood that questionable programs will 
be fi elded. And so it goes.  

  The  CMO  ’ s Role: The Need to Shift the Pendulum 
from Art to Science 

 It ’ s not easy being a CMO these days. Only 40 percent of CMOs often 
feel that their groups are  “ well regarded and respected ”  within 
their companies, and fewer than 7 percent believe that they are infl u-
ential. This derision is not imagined either, with one CEO recently 
describing CMOs as  “ more akin to a recalcitrant child than an adult. ”  
Other choice adjectives that turned up in a McKinsey CEO survey 
include  “ not commercial, ”     “ undisciplined, ”  “ inconsistent, ”     “ self -
 important, ”  and of course,  “ not accountable. ”  All of this feedback is 
coming at a time when the CEO is placing more and more pressure 
on the CMO to drive growth or step aside. With the ever - looming 
threat that the axe could fall at any moment, it ’ s not unreasonable 
to believe that the Four P ’ s that characterize the CMO ’ s role have 
become  preoccupation, paralysis, paranoia,  and  pension . It ’ s little won-
der that most senior marketers (70 percent) would rather sidestep 
the role of CMO altogether and leave marketing entirely to assume a 
business leadership role. 

 Figure  1.5  demonstrates how the CMO can become caught up 
in the vicious downward spiral of the marketing accountability gap. 
These dynamics are illustrative of the countless examples that have 
played out in the business press in the last two years. Of course CMOs 
are not oblivious to these dynamics, but knowing that they exist does 
not prevent marketing leaders from continuing to fall victim to them. 
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To break this negative cycle once and for all, CMOs must recognize, 
acknowledge, and change the several specifi c mindsets and behaviors 
that have helped create to the marketing accountability gap.   

  Hiding behind the art of marketing to avoid its science:  The assertion 
that marketing is an art and a science can no longer be accepted as a 
defense for weak in - market results or a lack of accountability. Market-
ing is indeed an art and a science, but the presence of this intangible 
art can no longer be used as an excuse for the lack of scientifi c rigor. 
The pendulum has swung, and marketers must now scramble to catch 
up to the long - avoided science of marketing and restore balance to 
marketing ’ s essential equation. 

 The marketer ’ s ability to generate and leverage compelling, quan-
tifi able customer insights —  the cornerstone of marketing  — has fallen 
into disarray. Marketing accountability suffers when millions of 
dollars are invested in undifferentiated brands and messages, and 
when companies wait for outside vendors to solve their measure-
ment gaps for them. The CMO is accountable for allowing customer 
insights to wither and erode marketing accountability by (1) accept-
ing persistent data gaps year after year; (2) refusing to complement 
traditional survey - based research with real - world, observationally 

        Figure 1.5. The Vicious Spiral of the Marketing Accountability Gap
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driven insights; (3) marginalizing the research function; and 
(4) accepting a lack of brand differentiation for older brands 
and mature categories. 

 The quantitative analytic rigor with which program results are 
analyzed and evaluated is the other weak link in marketing science. 
Marketing mix models have been around since the 1980s, and the 
test - and - learn experimental approach dates back to Archimedes, yet 
somehow most marketers have not yet discovered the power of these 
scientifi c approaches to improve the effectiveness of their spending. 
The most heavily analyzed category of spending is print advertising, 
yet only 46 percent of marketers are conducting this analysis. The 
level of structured experiments is highest with outbound campaigns, 
but a mere 28 percent of marketers are doing this. 

 Marketing mindsets must undergo a permanent change to viewing 
science as  the  critical enabler of the marketing art — by providing clearer 
direction to create truly breakthrough strategies and programs and by 
arming marketers with the ability to prove their impact and defend 
their value. This may not be an easy transition for many marketing 
leaders who were not required to develop these skills themselves. 

 Highly visible marketing blunders:   Pets.com  ushered in not only 
a new age of marketing spending inflation, but also a new golden 
age of perceived marketing spending blunders and  “ What were 
they thinking? ”  moments. As we write this, Turner Broadcasting is 
being fi ned  $ 2 million for contributing to a terrorist scare in Bos-
ton, where devices used for a guerilla marketing campaign were mis-
taken for bombs. Other recent head - scratchers include marketers 
trying to bribe a town to rename itself after a beverage and paying 
pregnant women to advertise on their bellies. Whether some of these 
approaches actually work or not, they are contributing to the perception 
that marketers are becoming so desperate to break through that they 
are just throwing everything at the wall to see what sticks. 

  Not responding to fundamental shifts fast enough:  Most companies 
currently have a fairly signifi cant gap between where they are spend-
ing their marketing dollars and where their customers are spending 
their time. For example, although only 6 percent of all advertising 
spending is currently allocated to online marketing vehicles, as men-
tioned before, people are spending an average of about 48 percent 
of their  “ free time ”  online. By the time many marketers catch up to 
their customers ’  new media habits, these habits will have shifted once 
again, to 3G handsets or some new device not yet imagined. 
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  Perpetuating outdated budgeting approaches:  Budgeting is where 
the rubber meets the road with marketing accountability. Without 
disciplined use of more sophisticated budgeting approaches, it will 
be diffi cult for companies to gain the rigorous understanding of the 
return on their marketing spending that is needed to improve per-
formance. When we compared research done in 1987 with our 2007 
survey of senior marketers to understand how budgeting approaches 
have evolved, we could see some improvements in sophistication, but 
little progress in overall budgeting discipline (see Table  1.2 ). Today, 61 
percent of marketers claim that they use an understanding of return 
on investment to set budgets (this question was not asked in 1987), 
but this must be balanced by the fact that only 19 percent of com-
panies are confi dent in their MROI capabilities. There has also been 
an uptick in the use of experimentation, but in twenty years this has 
increased only from 20 percent to 26 percent of companies.   

 Most alarming is the percentage of companies still relying to some 
degree on less productive budgeting methods, with 77 percent still 
pegging budgets to last year ’ s spending and 25 percent focusing on 
what competitors are spending. One acid test of your company ’ s 
marketing accountability is to ask your top fi ve marketers to describe 
your company ’ s marketing budgeting approach and see how many 
different answers you get. 

  Marketing spending groupthink:  Marketing failures do not contrib-
ute to the perception of accountability, and neither do the timidity 
and groupthink that more commonly characterize marketing today. 
This risk aversion is apparent in the  “ me too ”  messaging that pervades 

     Marketing Budgeting Approaches Employed      1987      2007   

    Objective and task (1987) / Understanding how 
customers respond to different types of marketing (2007)  

  50%    50%  

    Not asked in 1987 / Understanding of return on 
investment (2007)  

  NA    61%  

    What we can afford (1987) / Last year ’ s budget +/- (2007)    50%    77%  

    Percentage of sales    25%    49%  

    Experiments / Testing    20%    26%  

    Match the competition (1987) / Levels of competitors (2007)    8%    25%  

 Table 1.2. Comparison of Marketing Budgeting Approaches, 1987 to 2007 .
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advertising and in the pile - on of marketers that occurs whenever a 
cultural phenomenon begins to take shape. For example, the Teutuls 
of the TV series  American Chopper  may be great spokespeople, but 
can each of their disparate endorsement partners — Hewlett - Packard, 
 GoDaddy.com ,  The Wall Street Journal , AOL, and so on — extract 
the same value from this relationship? Groupthink is also evident in the 
lockstep approach to spend allocation that is often seen among 
category competitors. Table  1.3  shows the advertising spending mix 
for two very different auto manufacturers. Although you would 
assume these companies ’  distinct customer targets would require 
different mix strategies, their spend allocation on each medium does 
not differ by more than half a percent. How can any marketers expect 
better - than - category - average returns if they are not willing to step 
away from category norms and do what is needed for their unique 
brand?   

  The disconnect between marketers ’  beliefs and actions : Our 2007 
senior marketer survey showed that B2B companies believe that 
public relations is the most effective activity for long - term brand 
building and the third most effective at driving short - term sales 
(after field sales activities and outbound marketing). No form of 
advertising came close to PR in its perceived long -  or short - term 
effectiveness. Despite this, B2B marketers spend only about 1 percent 
of their budget on public relations and over 20 percent on adver-
tising. The effectiveness of PR is also rated higher than advertising 
among B2C marketers and their contradictory spending relationships 
are even more pronounced. We see this inverse relationship across 
several other large categories of spend. When you take this together 
with some of the other points we have discussed, marketers ’  behav-
iors seem somewhat puzzling —  they do not believe that the marketing 

     Advertising  $  Allocation      Mass Market Auto Brand      Luxury Auto Brand   

    Television    67.2%    66.6%  

    Print    30.3%    30.8%  

    Radio    1.4%    1.6%  

    Outdoor    1.1%    1.0%  

 Table 1.3. Comparison of Spend Allocation Across Marketing Vehicles .
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activities that they are spending the most on are the most effective, yet 
they are unwilling or unable to take the steps necessary to quantify this 
performance.  

  Thinking more touch is better : Marketers are harassing customers 
to the breaking point with an estimated three thousand messages 
each day. Yankelovich research suggests that 65 percent of custom-
ers feel  “ constantly bombarded ”  by marketing messages, which 
59 percent feel have very little relevance to them. Marketers have 
responded to the increasing difficulty of finding customers and 
holding their attention by amping up the volume of touch across 
every conceivable traditional and new touch point. The result of 
this  “ more is better ”  approach is twofold: (1) marketers are wast-
ing huge sums on egregious levels of frequency, and (2) marketers 
are losing focus on the quality of the touch and are thus losing 
customers. 

 Making sure customers see an advertisement or any type of mar-
keting message dozens and dozens of times in a single purchase cycle 
does not increase its effectiveness, it just wastes money. Numerous 
studies have concluded that advertising recall plateaus after three to 
fi ve exposures and ROI is maximized at closer to three exposures. 
Despite this, we are observing amazingly high levels of frequency 
today, traceable to media fragmentation and marketers ’  growing des-
peration. Worse still, because widespread use of more sophisticated 
media planning approaches has not caught up with new media com-
plexity, heavy media consumers are sopping up many times their fair 
share of exposures. 

 DoubleClick documented this phenomenon by disaggregat-
ing the reach and frequency of a recent online advertisement. 
Although the ad ’ s average viewer frequency of four times ostensibly 
hits the frequency  “ sweet spot ”  of three to fi ve times, when this was 
broken down by customer it was determined that 54 percent of cus-
tomers did not see the ad enough (averaging fewer than three times), 
whereas 36 percent saw it too often. Indeed, 13 percent of custom-
ers saw it more than eleven times — representing over 40 percent of 
all impressions, a great deal of waste, and likely some very annoyed 
customers. 

 It ’ s easy to fall into the trap of thinking that this customer frus-
tration is with the marketing efforts of everyone  else , and that 
you are engaged in a relevant, value - added dialogue with  your  
customers. We examined the issue of quality versus quantity of 
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touch, when we studied the sales force effectiveness of a large B2B 
manufacturer with an account base of over one hundred thou-
sand customers. The company ’ s sales force made in - person sales 
calls to the top six deciles of their customers, with the rest buying 
direct or through other channels. Through our analysis we identi-
fied a number of customers across deciles who fell outside of the 
company ’ s sales territories and were not called on. Customers in 
deciles 1 to 3 who had sales force contact grew in sales faster than 
those who did not. However, the reverse was true among deciles 
4 to 6, where a customer was more likely to grow in value  if not 
called on.  Customers can sense when they are not your priority, so 
if you can ’ t bring your  “ A ”  game with each and every touch, it may 
be better not to bother. 

 With customers able to tune out the quantity of messages that 
reach them, the quality of touch is more important than ever before. 
Moreover, accountability will require marketers to increase their 
skills in the science of reach and frequency —  across all marketing 
spending activities  — to drive, rather than outsource, these critical 
decisions. 

  Being an undemanding partner : Only in the last few years has 
there been a movement from marketers to insist that their agency 
partners have more  “ skin in the game ”  and should be compensated —
 at least in part — based on in - market performance. There is still a 
long way to go, but one must ask why this move was so long in 
coming in the fi rst place. As this is being written, Neilsen has just 
changed their TV ratings scheme to include students away at college, 
addressing one more measurement gap that has contributed to less 
accountable marketing spending decisions. Although many more 
measurement fixes are needed to make spending more account-
able and effective, you rarely hear a hue and cry from marketers to 
demand better service from their providers. To get more account-
able and effective contributions from your partners, you have to ask 
for them. 

 There are several other CMO - led factors that have contributed to the 
marketing accountability gap (see Figure  1.6 ), and probably many 
more that we have not captured, but at this point you have probably 
heard enough about the problems and are eager to begin discussing 
the solutions.     
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  THE ROAD TO MORE ACCOUNTABLE 
MARKETING 

 It is easy to lay blame — and indeed, it may appear that we have done 
more than our fair share of that in the fi rst few pages of this book —
 but we are by no means dismissive of the critical role of marketing 
and the value of marketing investments. We are passionate believ-
ers in the power of strong brands and effective marketing programs 
to deliver truly breakthrough business performance. Moreover, we 
are empathetic to the challenges facing marketers today, because 
we have been in the trenches with CMOs when they have been forced 
to debate marketing spending cause and effect — and its fundamental 
value — with their companies ’  CEOs, CFOs, and business unit leaders. 
We have seen how perceptions about the marketing accountability 
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gap can destroy trust and subvert marketing ’ s well - meaning efforts 
to drive business performance. 

 In the last few years much has been said — perhaps too much —
 about the nature of this marketing accountability gap and the prob-
lems it has created. There is been a wealth of discussion about the 
problem but precious little said about the solution. We will take no 
more of your time discussing the problem of marketing accountability 
and will instead dedicate the rest of this book to providing you with 
a practical solution. 

  Defi ning Marketing Accountability 

 The fi rst step toward a solution is to agree on a defi nition of  mar-
keting accountability  so that we have a shared view of what success 
would look like and an understanding of the challenges we face in 
getting there. We begin by calibrating your expectations around what 
we mean by  marketing . Our defi nition of marketing, as it pertains to 
marketing accountability, is both narrower  and  broader than classic 
defi nitions. 

 It is  narrower,  because our focus is on the communications inter-
face between marketers and customers, not on the holistic product 
or service propositions that marketers are bringing to that interface. 
We are concerned about where the money is going for traditional and 
nontraditional marketing communications activities and what com-
panies are getting back from that investment. You may have heard the 
expression  “ It ’ s not what you have, it ’ s what you do with it. ”  Market-
ing accountability is breaking down around this issue of what market-
ers are doing with the ever - growing millions in marketing spending 
that is entrusted to them. 

 The company ’ s proposition — which includes the brand, the prod-
uct or service itself, and its pricing, features, benefi ts, and distribution 
channels — is of course critical to business success. The proposition 
is, however, a very large topic unto itself. Optimizing the proposi-
tion gets at broader, albeit complementary, strategic marketing issues. 
Although we believe that many of the principles of accountable mar-
keting communications investment are equally relevant for these  “ Big 
M ”  marketing issues around product, pricing, and distribution, we 
will not attempt to solve these proposition issues here. 

 We have addressed how our defi nition of marketing is narrower; 
now let ’ s discuss how it is simultaneously  broader.  Customers build 
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perceptions based on the totality of all of their direct and indirect 
interactions or experiences with the company and its products. 
Marketing, as the primary steward of these accumulated customer 
perceptions, understands the importance of consistently delivering 
the brand promise across this  “ total ”  customer experience. Any 
activities that have a material influence on customer perceptions 
or behaviors —  whether by design or not  — are essentially marketing -
 related. Any activity that meets this criteria —  wherever it resides in the 
company, in whatever budget  — should be subject to the discipline of 
marketing accountability. 

 When we adopt a broader view of marketing spending that 
accounts for all company - controlled spending that could infl uence 
the customer experience, the spending pool naturally becomes quite 
large. Figure  1.7  illustrates how this spending grows for a discount 
brokerage fi rm. Although the offi cial marketing group controls a 
sizeable budget of  $ 55 million for advertising, promotions and 
loyalty activities, when you consider the other spending that signifi -
cantly infl uences the customer experience, the total spending balloons 
to over  $ 180 million.   

 The fi rst thing you observe is that there are many activities that 
would be considered  “ traditional ”  marketing in many companies 

        Figure 1.7. Broader View of Marketing Spending
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that are instead being managed out of corporate communications, 
the offi ce of the CEO, or other nonmarketing budgets. It is highly 
likely that such spending is being applied without a detailed under-
standing of current marketing strategy priorities. Beyond this spend, 
the vast majority of customer - facing spend is controlled by customer 
service and sales. Even if these organizations align to a common 
overall marketing strategy and have various points of integration, 
how truly integrated do you imagine their customer investment is? How 
integrated is it in your business, and what would a similar set of 
concentric circles look like for your company? 

 We are not academically arguing for expanding the scope of mar-
keting to the point where it subsumes everything a company does, 
but rather for taking a more expansive view of all the customer 
activities and investments that work together to influence cus-
tomer perceptions and behaviors. In the end, achieving true  “ marketing ”  
accountability demands that all customer touch point activities and 
investments be understood, managed, and optimized as a single inte-
grated system —  regardless of whether the activity is driven by market-
ing, sales, customer service, or fi nance —  because it is the whole system 
that should work together to drive short - term customer behavior and 
long - term customer and brand equity. This book will discuss how to 
improve the accountability and returns of a broader suite of spending 
activities — how far you choose to take this in your own company is 
up to you. 

 Now that we have calibrated around the scope of marketing we are 
addressing, we can defi ne what we mean by  marketing accountability . 
If Webster ’ s (or Wikipedia) ever sees fi t to tackle this defi nition, it 
might look something like this:   

Marketing accountability  noun  : The practice of simultaneously 

optimizing company growth and the return on customer facing spend-

ing, through disciplined planning, rigorous tracking and evaluation, and 

continuous performance improvement. The result of being an effective 

steward of marketing investments, able to link marketing spending 

cause and effect, diagnose the root cause of spending performance 

issues, and make timely fact - based decisions to improve spending 

returns.
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 This definition leads off with the real  “ prize ”  of marketing 
accountability and the reason why any of this matters: the promise 
of improved fi nancial performance — specifi cally, the goal of simul-
taneously optimizing  both  company growth and marketing spending 
returns. This duality is an important point often missed in the discus-
sion of marketing accountability. Programs that optimize their own 
ROI at the expense of overall growth are not accountable. Similarly, 
programs that maximize company growth but do so with signifi cant 
waste or ineffi ciency are not accountable. 

 To truly achieve marketing accountability success requires changes 
to both behaviors and mindsets. Behaviorally, marketing accountabil-
ity combines the capabilities and processes needed to improve bud-
geting and planning discipline, perform quantitative tracking and 
ensure evaluation rigor, and continuously improve spending per-
formance and returns. A marketing accountability mind - set implies 
responsible, fact - based decision making, which emphasizes discipline 
and learning over ego and blame. 

 There are innumerable permutations to how you might defi ne 
 marketing accountability , but definitional semantics matter less 
than what you get from your improvement efforts. The approach 
to improving marketing accountability that we describe through-
out this book offers the following ten important benefi ts, and you 
should accept nothing less from any program that you design for 
your company: 

   1.   Accelerated in - market earnings growth  

   2.   Stronger ROI from each marketing spending program  

   3.   CEO and top - management alignment with marketing 
accountability as a critical priority and support for the 
improvement plans that are in place  

   4.   Ever - increasing rigor in quantifying program returns, diagnosing 
the root causes of performance, and making fact - based, objective 
decisions  

   5.   Systematic budgeting, planning, and execution processes that are 
simultaneously faster and more disciplined  

   6.   Elimination of persistent marketing spending, brand, and customer 
segment data gaps that are a barrier to understanding and decision 
making  
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   7.   Greater cross - functional collaboration, with less organizational 
tension and fi nger pointing  

   8.   An ongoing program of in - market experimentation, adaptation, 
and improvement  

   9.   A long - term road map for improving marketing accountability 
and performance, which includes investments to build 
capabilities and improve processes  

   10.   A culture of accountability and performance that is reinforced 
by formal measurement systems and informal messaging from 
the top down and from peer to peer     

  The Value of Improving Marketing Accountability 

 Over the past decade we have had an opportunity to work with 
countless companies in their efforts to improve the effectiveness of 
their marketing spending and the accountability of their marketing 
function. This work — across industries and geographies, and with 
companies of widely varying scale, life stage, sophistication, and 
brand health — has revealed some universal truths about the value of 
pursuing greater marketing accountability. 

 First and foremost, it  is  possible to signifi cantly improve your mar-
keting accountability and the business performance of your market-
ing spending in a short period of time. In the fi rst few months alone, 
companies can typically identify marketing spending waste equal 
to 15 to 25 percent of their marketing budgets, which can be rede-
ployed to invest in new growth opportunities. In terms of the extent 
to which the effectiveness of marketing programs can be improved, 
the sky truly is the limit. We have observed as much as triple - digit 
improvements in the rate of return for already effective advertising, 
promotion, event marketing, and other programs. Over time, these 
improvements to marketing spending effectiveness have led to much 
higher rates of revenue growth and in some instances have helped 
reverse the declines of major brands (see Figure  1.8 ).   

 Beyond just getting more from your marketing spending in the 
near term, we believe that marketing accountability should be pur-
sued in a way that creates an even more valuable ongoing perfor-
mance  “ annuity. ”  Creating this annuity will require companies to 
develop a test - and - learn capability, invest in closing critical skill gaps, 
improve the speed and effi ciency of core MA processes, and foster a 
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truly performance - based culture within the marketing organization. 
When companies take marketing accountability to this next level, the 
fi nancial benefi ts of increased effi ciency, effectiveness, and growth are 
clear. 

 What is perhaps less tangible, but no less important, is the funda-
mental shift in perceptions that takes place across these organizations 
around the role and importance of marketing. Companies that can 
maintain a long - term focus on marketing accountability improve-
ment develop a much better understanding of the challenge of mar-
keting and a greater collective trust in marketing ’ s intent and abilities. 
The marketing accountability gap that may have once divided the 
company is replaced with a more productive focus on working 
together to fi x  business performance gaps . 

        Figure 1.8. The Power of Marketing Accountability Improvement

Auto Maker

• Identified savings
of 16% of spend

• Reallocated
50% of
marketing
budget
to increase
effectiveness

Media Company

• Reduced
marketing
spending by 12%,
with revenue
increasing post-
reduction

• Reallocated
40%� of
marketing budget
into higher-
impact activities

Brokerage Firm

• Reduced
marketing costs
by 20–30%

• Radically
refocused
broadcast media
spend, with
improved
effectiveness

Beverage
Company

• Found savings of
19% of marketing
spend and
avoided $200�
million in
unnecessary
Capex

• Grew sales of
premium brand
by �40%

Marketing Accountability Improvement Case Examples

• Achieved same level of
communications return for 15% less
than previous ad spend levels—a
savings of $17 million

Financial Services Company

• Identified 55% of funds that had low
or no ROI and reallocated over $200
million in marketing spend to higher
impact activities

Energy Company

• Identify spending waste equal to 15–25% budget—for savings or reinvestment
• Reallocate 30–50% of marketing budget to higher-impact activities 
• See significant revenue growth—some brands by as much as �40%
• See message effectiveness improve by as much as 125%

Typical MA Improvement Impact
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 There are several pioneering B2C and B2B companies — including 
HP, Pitney Bowes, Kraft, and Citigroup — that have gained signifi cant 
traction in their overall marketing accountability journeys and are 
beginning to reap the value from their own marketing accountability 
 “ annuities. ”  Many more companies have solved important pieces of 
the marketing accountability puzzle that we can learn from. Through-
out this book we draw upon the lessons provided by these companies, 
as well as many more masked examples, drawn from clients we have 
served on this critical topic for the past fi fteen years.  

  Our Approach to Improving Marketing 
Accountability 

 The good news is that there is a clear path forward, which relies 
more on business fundamentals and discipline than on some little -
 understood  “ black box. ”  The less good — but not unexpected — news 
is that there are no quick fi xes to creating an accountable market-
ing organization. Although a marketing accountability initiative will 
offer plenty of early wins, the real improvement prize may take two or 
three years to come to full fruition. Much like in the story of the tortoise 
and the hare, the company that is able to maintain a long - term com-
mitment to marketing accountability improvement will reap far 
greater rewards than the most sophisticated and data - rich company 
that loses its focus after making initial gains. 

 In our experience, one common characteristic of companies that 
lose their way on the marketing accountability journey is that they 
tend to eschew the basics and instead seek a more rapid  “ silver bullet ”  
solution. We are all for improving the sophistication of MA decision 
making, but we will spend the majority of this book discussing basic 
proven MA analytic approaches and processes. Although most com-
panies are already using bits and pieces of what we will discuss in this 
book, we are certain that few companies are using the full suite of 
these tools and approaches to their full potential. Fewer still are doing 
so in an integrated way, consistently, year after year. 

 Our approach to marketing accountability is to establish a founda-
tion of fundamental MA skills and practices and then layer progressively 
more sophisticated approaches on top of this foundation, to continually 
improve your marketing accountability and in - market results. 
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 It may not be fair that the CMO and the marketing department have 
taken the brunt of the blame for what is going on in today ’ s marketing 
environment and for perceptions about the marketing accountability 
gap. Fair or not, the situation is what it is, and it requires a solution. 
And more likely than not, it will be up to the CMO or equivalent 
marketing leader to fi nd that solution. For marketing leaders, this 
book provides an effective road map for the journey to marketing 
accountability. 

 We also wanted to make sure that this book was relevant to the 
line marketers who live with marketing spending activities on a daily 
basis and who will be on the front line of marketing accountability 
improvement. For these readers we have attempted to dive a little 
deeper in some key areas, to arm them with practical step - by - step 
approaches and key success factors. As we attempt to add value for 
both marketing leaders and practitioners, we run the risk of getting 
too far into the minutiae for some and not far enough for others. 
We think that the benefi ts of getting this content in front of market-
ers of all levels —  who will need to work together to improve marketing 
accountability —  are worth the trade-offs. 

 Moreover, this book is not just for marketers. Although primary 
responsibility may fall to marketing, this does not absolve the CEO, 
CFO, VP of sales, business unit heads, or other senior business leaders 
of their responsibility to better understand the issues. This book will 
help nonmarketing executives recognize what marketing account-
ability success will look like and understand the type of long - term, 
cross - company commitment needed to make lasting improvements 
and foster a more collaborative and productive partnership with the 
CMO and the marketing function.                                                                            
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